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THOROUGHBRED RACING S.A. LIMITED 
STIPENDIARY STEWARDS’ REPORT 

Report on Race Meeting held at Morphettville Racecourse 
by the South Australian Jockey Club on Saturday, 10 May 2014 

 

 

Stewards: M. Santoro (A/Chairman), S. Callanan (HT), D. Bucknell (F) & P. Ryan (M) 
(Stewards), D. Southgate, A. Quinton, N. Henry, V. Ferguson, P. Downey & S. 
Allen (Deputy Stewards), Dr. P. Horridge, Dr. B. Agnew & Dr. R. Haensel 
(Veterinary Surgeons). 

__________________________________________________________________________ 
 

TRACK:    Heavy 8 (Upgraded to Slow 7 @ 12.40 pm, retrospective to Race 2) 

 

WEATHER:  Overcast 
 
RAIL:  Out 3 metres 1200m to Winning Post, True remainder 
 
RIDER CHANGES: 
 

Race Horse Rider Replaced By Reason 

3 KASKAR D. Holland  Late notification - explanation 
accepted 

3 ZIGGLER J. Toeroek                    “ 

4 WAR IS OVER J. Kah                    “ 

7 CLASSY JACK D. Gauci  Notified  
 

------------------------------------ 
 

RACE 1 : DARLEY NATIONAL STAKES  -  1200 metres 
 
The start of this of event was delayed approximately three minutes owing to the saddle on 
NOT A HAPPY CAMPER having to be readjusted on arrival at the barriers.  The start was 
further delayed owing to BULLPIT rearing after being loaded and getting its front legs over the 
barrier structure momentarily.  BULLPIT was examined by the Club's Veterinary Surgeon who 
ruled the gelding fit to race. 
 
BULLPIT (C. Newitt) was slow to begin and shortly after was hampered when tightened 
between SISTINE STAR (J. Holder), which shifted out and away from SWEET AND SPEEDY 
(L. Meech), and SHE'S ALL THAT (D. Dunn).  As a consequence SHE'S ALL THAT had its 
hindquarters turned out and shifted back in, taking BULLPIT in onto SISTINE STAR, which 
was forced to check off the heels of SWEET AND SPEEDY. 
 
NOT A HAPPY CAMPER (C. Symons) raced wide without cover throughout the event. 
 
TENDER (M. Neilson) raced keenly in the early and middle stages of the event. 
 
C. Newitt, rider of BULLPIT, which performed below expectations, explained that due to being 
slow to begin and hampered on jumping away, he was unable to lead as he had been 
instructed.  He added that the gelding had travelled well in the early stages of the event, 
however, due to the pace of the race, he had elected to improve outside runners in the vicinity 
of the 600 metres but the gelding had only responded for a short distance and in his opinion 
had finished the event off poorly.  He stated that BULLPIT may also have not appreciated the 
track condition.  BULLPIT was examined by the Club's Veterinary Surgeon who reported no 
visible abnormalities. 
 
SHE'S ALL THAT was examined by the Club's Veterinary Surgeon who reported no visible 
abnormalities. 
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RACE 2 : SPORTINGBET SA FILLIES CLASSIC  -  2500 metres 
 
Mr D. Hayes, the Trainer of HELEN OF ROSE, advised Stewards he would instruct Jockey 
M. Neilson to attempt to obtain a position with cover rather than lead if possible to enable the 
filly to finish off its race stronger than it had at its most recent start. 
 
A CERTAIN GIRL (V. Duric) and ARTISTIC LASS (J. Holder) came together and bumped on 
jumping away. 
 
HELEN OF ROSE (M. Neilson) over-raced in the early and middle stages of the event when 
awkwardly placed on the heels of PERFECT COMPANY (S. Arnold). 
 
REZONED (NZ) (M. Zahra) was held up from the vicinity of the 600 metres until the entrance 
to the straight when racing behind TOO COOL TO FOOL (NZ) (J. Kah) and inside TRANSIT 
MOSCOW (D. Yendall). 
 
A CERTAIN GIRL (V. Duric) was momentarily held up in the vicinity of the 500 metres 
between the heels of PERFECT COMPANY (S. Arnold) and SAVANNAH MOON (C. 
Symons). 
 
C. Newitt, the rider of UNLAWFUL, lost the use of his offside rein in the vicinity of the 200 
metres for a short distance. 
 
LOVE THE ROCK (NZ) and HELEN OF ROSE, which both performed poorly, were 
examined by the Club's Veterinary Surgeon who reported no visible abnormalities. 
 
ARTISTIC LASS, which performed below expectations, was examined by the Club's 
Veterinary Surgeon who reported the filly had a higher than expected heart rate and poor 
post-race recovery. 
 
 
RACE 3 : ALAN SHEPPARD CONSTRUCTIONS SA SPRINT SERIES FINAL – 1100 metres 
 
MISS JOOLIA (H. McKechnie) jumped away awkwardly and shifted out, contacting MITFORD 
GIRL (J. Bowditch), which was inconvenienced when tightened onto MEADOWS JIM (D. 
Dunn). 
 
KASKAR (D. Yendall) was slow to begin. 
 
In the vicinity of the 1000 metres KING'S PARDON (D. Tourneur) shifted in onto MEADOWS 
JIM (D. Dunn), which was inconvenienced when taken in onto MISS JOOLIA (H. McKechnie), 
which was forced to steady.  D. Tourneur was severely reprimanded and advised in future to 
ensure he is sufficiently clear prior to shifting ground. 
 
In the vicinity of the 900 metres REAL FANTASY (S. Price) shifted in onto DIGNITARY (D. 
Yendall), which was racing fiercely, inconveniencing that gelding, which was taken in, 
contacting HANK'S NEPHEW (O. Ay).  S. Price was severely reprimanded and advised in 
future to ensure he is sufficiently clear prior to shifting ground. 
 
In the vicinity of the 200 metres MEADOWS JIM (D. Dunn) rolled in onto STRAYING TIGER 
(J. Maund), which became disappointed for a short distance when awkwardly placed on that 
gelding's heels. 
 
Inside the 200 metres RAISE A DREAM (C. Newitt), which had commenced to weaken, was 
forced to steady when tightened between MISS JOOLIA (H. McKechnie), which was taken in 
slightly by BRIMARVI PRINCE (L. Meech), and MITFORD GIRL (J. Bowditch), which shifted 
out slightly. 
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RACE 3 : ALAN SHEPPARD CONSTRUCTIONS SA SPRINT SERIES FINAL – 1100 metres 
  (Cont’d) 
 
Approaching the finish MISS JOOLIA (H. McKechnie) shifted in and away from GOLD 
BUNDLE (C. Symons) under riding onto DIGNITARY (D. Yendall), which was forced to race in 
restricted room to the finish.  H. McKechnie was reprimanded and advised in future to make a 
greater effort to keep her mounts straight when they commence to shift ground. 
 
D. Yendall, the rider of DIGNITARY, reported the gelding raced fiercely in the early and middle 
stages of the event.  DIGNITARY was examined by the Club's Veterinary Surgeon who 
reported no visible abnormalities. 
 
M. Neilson, the rider of EXCELLENT POINT, reported he was concerned with the gelding's 
actions in the straight.  EXCELLENT POINT was examined by the Club's Veterinary Surgeon 
who reported no visible abnormalities. 
 
D. Tourneur, the rider of KING'S PARDON, which performed below expectations, explained in 
his opinion the gelding may have held its breath during the race and for this reason had 
finished the event off poorly.  KING'S PARDON was examined by the Club's Veterinary 
Surgeon who reported no visible abnormalities. 
 
 
RACE 4 : MITTYS PORT ADELAIDE CUP  -  2500 metres 
 
LENNYBE (J. Holder) jumped away awkwardly. 
 
Passing the winning post on the first occasion ZABEELIONAIRE (NZ) (D. Oliver) shifted in 
onto OMINOUS (GB) (D. Dunn), which was inconvenienced when taken in onto DYLANSON 
(D. Tourneur), which shifted out slightly.  As a consequence ESCADO (B. Melham), which 
was racing to the inside of DYLANSON, had to be steadied momentarily.  D. Oliver was 
reminded of his obligations when shifting ground in future. 
 
MUJADALE (L. Meech) raced fiercely in the early and middle stages of the event. 
 
Inside the 200 metres OMINOUS (GB) (D. Dunn) shifted in abruptly under riding, 
inconveniencing DISTILLATION (S. Price), which was taken in, tightening VIMA (J. Potter) 
onto ZABEELIONAIRE (D. Oliver).  D. Dunn was advised to make a greater effort to keep his 
mounts straight when they commence to shift ground in future. 
 
LE ROI (GER), which performed below expectations, was examined by the Club's Veterinary 
Surgeon who reported the horse to be sore in the hindquarters.  First Aid was administered. 
Mr T. McEvoy, the Trainer of LE ROI (GER), was advised a Veterinary Certificate of Fitness 
would be required prior to presenting the horse for a future trial or race. 
 
MUJADALE, which performed below expectations, was examined by the Club's Veterinary 
Surgeon who reported no visible abnormalities. 
 
TOMMY TWO, which performed poorly, was examined by the Club's Veterinary Surgeon 
who reported no visible abnormalities. 
 
BERLIOZ (NZ) was examined by the Club's Veterinary Surgeon who reported no visible 
abnormalities. 
 
 
RACE 5 : MAC JUST OVER? DON’T DRIVE CENTAUREA STAKES  -  2006 metres 
 
BLUE RIBBON (J. Holder) shifted in on jumping away and contacted MONICA KATE (S. 
Price). 
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RACE 5 : MAC JUST OVER? DON’T DRIVE CENTAUREA STAKES  -  2006 metres 
  (Cont’d) 
 
STELLA LANTE (V. Duric) jumped away awkwardly and shifted out onto MISS OUTSHINE 
(NZ) (L. Nolen), which was tightened onto LOVE FOR RANSOM (L. Meech), which was 
inconvenienced. 
 
FIND A MOMENT (J. Maund) shifted in on jumping away, inconveniencing WHITTEN'S 
DELIGHT (C. Symons). 
 
COURT PASTORAL (GB) (D. Tourneur) raced fiercely in the early and middle stages of the 
event. 
 
In the vicinity of the 600 metres WHITTEN'S DELIGHT (C. Symons), became awkwardly 
placed on the heels of COURT PASTORAL (GB) (D. Tourneur) for a short distance as that 
mare commenced to weaken. 
 
L. Nolen, the rider of MISS OUTSHINE (NZ), which performed poorly, explained the mare 
had travelled well in the early and middle stages of the event, however, when placed under 
pressure in the vicinity of the 700 metres had failed to respond to his riding and in his opinion 
had finished the event off poorly.  MISS OUTSHINE (NZ) was examined by the Club's 
Veterinary Surgeon who reported no visible abnormalities. 
 
D. Tourneur, the rider of COURT PASTORAL (GB), explained he had been instructed to lead 
in the event if possible, which he was able to do comfortably.  He added that after finding the 
lead, COURT PASTORAL (GB) commenced to over-race, despite his efforts, and extended 
its lead on the field by far greater than he had hoped, resulting in the mare commencing to 
give ground in the vicinity of the 600 metres.  Mr M. Moroney, the Trainer of COURT 
PASTORAL (GB), confirmed the instructions to lead.  COURT PASTORAL (GB) was 
examined by the Club's Veterinary Surgeon who reported the mare had minor muscle 
soreness in the hindquarters. 
 
 
RACE 6 : TAPESTRY SHIRAZ R A LEE STAKES  -  1600 metres 
 
RHYTHM TO SPARE (NZ) (D. Oliver) and HALAYR JET (D. Gauci) were slow to begin. 
 
STREETCAR VALOUR (L. Meech) and SATURDAY AFFAIR (J. Holder) raced keenly in the 
early and middle stages of the event. 
 
In the vicinity of the 1400 metres SATURDAY AFFAIR (J. Holder) had to be steadied when 
tightened between GOLDEN PENNY (S. Price), which rolled out slightly and GIG (D. Dunn), 
which was taken in by RIVER'S LANE (R. Stewart).  R. Stewart was reminded of his 
obligations when shifting ground in future. 
 
RIVER'S LANE (R. Stewart) raced wide without cover throughout the event. 
 
From approaching the 600 metres SATURDAY AFFAIR (J. Holder) had difficulty obtaining 
clear ground until able to ease to the outside of other runners at the entrance to the straight. 
 
MAYBE DISCREET, which performed below expectations, was examined by the Club's 
Veterinary Surgeon who reported the mare to be lame in the near foreleg and a laceration to 
the off fore cannon.  Mr P. Stokes, the Trainer of MAYBE DISCREET, was advised a 
Veterinary Certificate of Fitness would be required prior to presenting the mare for a future 
trial or race. 
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RACE 7 : THE TAPESTRY WINES GOODWOOD  -  1200 metres 
 
On arrival on course SESSIONS was examined by the Club’s Veterinary Surgeon who ruled 
the horse fit to race. 
 
The start of this race was delayed approximately four minutes owing to CLASSY JACK 
striking its stifle on the barrier structure while being loaded.  CLASSY JACK was examined 
by the Club's Veterinary Surgeon and ruled fit to race. 
 
OFFICE BEARER (L. Meech) jumped away awkwardly and dipped shortly after the start. 
 
NATUZZI (NZ) (C. Johnson) and SISTINE DEMON (J. Kah) came together and bumped on 
jumping away. 
 
GREGERS (D. Dunn) and SESSIONS (S. Arnold) raced keenly in the early and middle 
stages of the event. 
 
In the vicinity of the 500 metres SMOKIN' JOEY (B. Melham) shifted out to improve and in 
doing so inconvenienced KARACATIS (M. Zahra), which was obliged to alter course back to 
that gelding's inside.  B. Melham was reminded of his obligations when shifting ground in 
future. 
 
In the vicinity of the 300 metres GREGERS (D. Dunn) shifted to the outside of MIRACLES 
OF LIFE (D. Yendall), which rolled out slightly under pressure onto DRIEFONTEIN (V. Duric), 
which was taken out onto PAGO ROCK (K. Nisbet), which was forced to steady.  D. Dunn 
was severely reprimanded and advised in future to ensure he is sufficiently clear prior to 
shifting ground. 
 
C. Symons, the rider of RIZIZ, was questioned regarding his use of the whip in the straight. 
C. Symons pleaded guilty to a charge under AR137A(5)(a)(ii) in that he used his whip in a 
forehand manner on more than five occasions prior to the 100 metres and was reprimanded. 
 
J. Kah, the rider of SISTINE DEMON, which performed poorly, explained the gelding did not 
feel comfortable in its action throughout the event, was inclined to lay in and in her opinion 
had raced poorly.  SISTINE DEMON was examined by the Club's Veterinary Surgeon who 
reported no visible abnormalities. 
 
DRIEFONTEIN and MIRACLES OF LIFE, which both performed below expectations, were 
examined by the Club's Veterinary Surgeon who reported no visible abnormalities. 
 
 
RACE 8 : SPORTINGBET PROUD MISS STAKES  -  1200 metres 
 
The start of this race was delayed approximately two minutes owing to the delay in the 
previous event. 
 
MISS STEELE (D. Yendall) jumped away awkwardly and shifted out onto YOU CAN DANCE 
(C. Newitt), which was taken out, tightening LADY MELKSHAM (S. Arnold) onto KOE (NZ) 
(J. Bowditch), resulting in LADY MELKSHAM having to be steadied and losing its position. 
 
JUST DISCREET (M. Neilson) raced keenly in the early and middle stages of the event. 
 
OCTAVIA (D. Oliver) laid in under pressure in the straight and approaching the 100 metres 
shifted in onto JOLIE BLONDE (B. Rawiller), which was forced to steady for a number of 
strides.  D. Oliver was reminded of his obligations when his mounts commence to shift 
ground. 
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RACE 8 : SPORTINGBET PROUD MISS STAKES  -  1200 metres  (Cont’d) 
 
J. Holder, the rider of SHADE OF GREEN, reported that mare was reluctant to stretch out 
when placed under pressure in the straight.  SHADE OF GREEN was examined by the 
Club's Veterinary Surgeon who reported no visible abnormalities. 
 
Correct Weight for this event was delayed to allow B. Rawiller, the rider of the fifth 
placegetter JOLIE BLONDE, to view the official footage in the straight. 
 
I LOVE IT, which performed poorly, was examined by the Club's Veterinary Surgeon who 
reported no visible abnormalities. 
 
OCTAVIA was examined by the Club's Veterinary Surgeon who reported no visible 
abnormalities. 
 

---------------------------- 
 

PRE RACE SAMPLES (32): 
 

Blood Samples were taken from the following horses for the purpose of TCO2 testing: 
 

Race 2 ARTISTIC LASS, REZONED (NZ), NAVAJO RUN (NZ), TRANSIT MOSCOW, 
KEPT WOMAN. 

Race 4 LE ROI (GER), ESCADO, ZABEELIONAIRE (NZ), DISTILLATION, DYLANSON, 
OMINOUS. 

Race 5 ALZORA, FREEZY (IRE), WHITTEN'S DELIGHT, MISS OUTSHINE, COURT 
PASTORAL (GB), STAR FASHION. 

Race 6 MAYBE DISCREET, RHYTHM TO SPARE (NZ), STREETCAR VALOUR, 
GOLDEN PENNY, CRUCIAL, GIG. 

Race 7 PLATELET, SESSIONS, UNPRETENTIOUS, DRIEFONTEIN, SISTINE DEMON. 
Race 8 OCTAVIA, VIBRANT ROUGE, GIRL GUIDE, MISS STEELE. 
 

------------------------------ 
 

POST RACE SAMPLES (1): 
 

Blood Samples were taken from the following horse: 
 

Race 3 OUR SNIPPY (winner) 
 

----------------------------- 
 

ROUTINE SWAB SAMPLES (15) 

Race 1 MOONOVERMANHATTAN (winner) 
Race 2 REZONED (winner) 
Race 2 NAVAJO RUN (NZ) (second) 
Race 3 OUR SNIPPY (winner) 
Race 3 KING'S PARDON (unplaced) 
Race 4 OMINOUS (GB) (winner) 
Race 4 DISTILLATION (fourth) 
Race 5 BLUE RIBBON (winner) 

Race 5 MISS OUTSHINE (NZ) (unplaced) 
Race 6 RHYTHM TO SPARE (NZ) (winner) 
Race 6 STARKIATO (second) 
Race 7 SMOKIN' JOEY (winner) 
Race 7 PLATELET (second) 
Race 7 RIZIZ (third) 
Race 8 MISS STEELE (winner) 

 

----------------------------- 
 

 

SUMMARY 

FINES Nil 

SEVERE REPRIMANDS Race 3 – D. Tourneur (KING’S PARDON) – AR137(a) – Careless 
Riding 

Race 3 – S. Price (REAL FANTASY) – AR137(a) – Careless Riding 

Race 7 – D. Dunn ( GREGERS)– AR137(a) – Careless Riding 

REPRIMANDS Race 3 – H. McKechnie (MISS JOOLIA) – AR137(a) – Careless 
Riding 

Race 7 – C. Symons (RIZIZ) – AR137A(5)(a)(ii) +1 – Whip Offence 
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SUMMARY  (Cont’d) 

SUSPENSIONS Nil 

HORSE ACTIONS Race 4 – LE ROI (GER) – Not to race – Veterinary Certificate of 
Fitness prior to trial or race – Sore hindquarters 

Race 6 – MAYBE DISCREET – Not to race – Veterinary Certificate 
of Fitness prior to trial or race – Lame near foreleg 

ADJOURNED INQUIRIES Nil 

MS:Morp100514 

 
 
 


